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NEW QUESTION: 1
As shown in the picture, AS100 AS400, AS200, AS300 have two
paths, and the best route from the recognition is that the most
route is now known.
The path of AS400, R2, , is more bandwidth-efficient.
Therefore, the following configuration is performed.
After the configuration is completed, the most routes are not
changed.
Configuration is in effect?
[R2]ip as-path-filter 1 permit
Related Posts400$
R2]route-policy med permit node 10
R2-route-policy]if-match as-path-filter 1

Ir2-route-policy]apply cost 20
A. Configure R1 BGP compare- different-as-med in the process
B. Configure R1 BGP deterministic-med in the process
C. Configure R2 BGP compare- different-as-med in the process
D. Configure R2 BGP deterministic-med in the process
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
What are three considerations when planning an IBM Workload
Automation V9.2 installation?
A. user rights for application
B. new changes on the Security file
C. workload environment integration with external systems
D. scope of workload environment static and dynamic elements
E. network topology
F. password retention history rules
Answer: A,B,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
SIMULATION
'Sharing' button has been added to the page layout of the
'Account' object. OWD of account is public read/ write. On any
Account record, the Sharing button is still visible for sharing
that record using an Apex Sharing Reason. What could be the
reason?
Answer:
Explanation:
The OWD of the related opportunities, cases or contacts could
be private or public readonly. So there is scope for sharing the account.
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